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Abstract: Cage-based aquaculture has been growing rapidly in recent years. In some locations, cagebased aquaculture has resulted in the clustering of large quantities of cages in fish farms located in
inland lakes or reservoirs and coastal embayments or fjords, significantly affecting flow and mass
transport in the surrounding waters. Existing studies have focused primarily on the macro-scale
flow blockage effects of fish cages, and the complex wake flow and associated near-field mass
transport in the presence of the cages remain largely unclear. As a first step toward resolving this
knowledge gap, this study employed the combined Particle Image Velocimetry and Planar Laser
Induced Fluorescence (PIV-PLIF) flow imaging technique to measure turbulence characteristics and
associated mass transport in the near wake of a steady current through an aquaculture cage net
panel in parametric flume experiments. In the near-wake region, defined as ~3M (mesh size) downstream of the net, the flow turbulence was observed to be highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic
in nature. Further downstream, the turbulent intensity followed a power-law decay after the turbulence production region, albeit with a decay exponent much smaller than reported values for analogous grid-generated turbulence. Overall, the presence of the net panel slightly enhanced the lateral
spreading of the scalar plume, but the lateral distribution of the scalar concentration, concentration
fluctuation and transverse turbulent scalar flux exhibited self-similarity from the near-wake region
where the flow was still strongly inhomogeneous. The apparent turbulent diffusivity estimated
from the gross plume parameters was found to be in reasonable agreement with the Taylor diffusivity calculated as the product of the transverse velocity fluctuation and integral length scale, even
when the plume development was still transitioning from a turbulent-convective to turbulent-diffusive regime. The findings of this study provide references to the near-field scalar transport of fish
cages, which has important implications in the assessment of the environmental impacts and environmental carrying capacity of cage-based aquaculture.
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The fast-growing aquaculture industry is challenged by a number of environmental
concerns, such as nutrient and waste dispersion [1], disease spreading [2], and sea floor
deterioration below the farms [3]. As a key forcing factor that drives the transport of nutrients, dissolved oxygen, waste, and pathogens in the vicinity of the farm, the ambient
flow field is critical to the efficient functioning of the fish farm as well as to its potential
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environmental impacts. If the ambient flow is generally subject to local hydrographic conditions, in fish farms located in inland lakes or reservoirs and coastal embayments or
fjords, the cages are subjected to time-varying flows driven by wind and tides, which can
be modified significantly by the presence of the aquaculture cage structures due to their
partial blockage of the flow [4]. On the regional scale, the altered hydrodynamic conditions may further affect sediment transport pathways and coastal erosion, etc., contributing to the loss of habitat of sensitive species and thus the biodiversity and ecosystem
services they sustain [5]. As a key component of fish cages, the net panels are porous and
highly flexible structures made up from a large number of small intersecting circular cylinders (e.g., nylon twine), and the flow field through and around this arrangement is rather complex. In aquaculture practice, the flow field through the cages affects water exchange and thus the transport of oxygen, nutrients, waste, pathogens, etc., in the water
column, which further affects fish health and growth and the surrounding environment.
To enable accurate assessment of environmental impact and regulation compliance in order to achieve environmentally sustainable aquaculture, it is imperative to elucidate the
near-field turbulent flow and mass transport processes through the aquaculture cage net
panel.
Flows through and around screens and gauzes that are similar to fishing net occur in
a wide range of engineering applications, including flow-manipulating screens used in
wind tunnels [6], fish screens installed before water intakes [7], and insect screens associated with greenhouse ventilators [8]. The presence of such structures in flow is well
known to cause significant effects on the through-flow characteristics, such as pressure
drops, velocity reductions, and deflections of streamlines. These effects were found to be
dependent on the properties of the net structure, including the rigidity, porosity (or solidity), inclination to the main flow direction, and the incoming velocity [4,6]. Specific to the
effects of fishing nets on the time-averaged through-flow, Bi et al. [9] measured the flow
velocity downstream of a fishing net in a steady current using Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) and Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) and found a clear reduction downstream
of the plane net that increased with increasing net solidity and net inclination angle to the
flow.
For the analogous classic topic of grid-generated turbulence, which has been extensively studied, Batchelor [10] suggested that the region just downstream of the grids
where the flow is highly inhomogeneous and grid geometry dependent, i.e., the near field,
extends downstream to / ≤ 20, where x is the downstream distance from the grid and
M is the grid mesh size. Within the near field, the turbulence initially increases and then
decays, corresponding to the production and decay regions, respectively. It is well established that the turbulence intensity follows a power-law decay in decaying grid-generated
turbulence [11,12]. More recently, Isaza et al. [13] confirmed that turbulence energy decayed more rapidly in the near field than in the far field. Whereas the majority of the grid
turbulence studies that have aimed to generate homogeneous and isotropic turbulence
have been based on wind-tunnel experiments, Cardesa et al. [14] measured turbulence
statistics immediately downstream of two different biplanar regular grids made of circular and square rods in open-channel flows using PIV. Gan and Krogstad [15] further conducted PIV measurement on the near-field wakes behind monoplane square grids of both
regular and multiscale types. A number of studies have also investigated the structure of
turbulence generated by oscillating grids in otherwise quiescent ambient water bodies,
e.g., [16–18], indicating a power-law decay in turbulence intensity with increasing distance from the mid-plane of grid oscillation.
Compared to the effects of the presence of net structures on the turbulent flow field,
their influence on the scalar transport has been much less studied. Among the few available studies, Nakamura et al. [19] performed separate measurements of velocity and concentration fields, as well as theoretical analysis of the cross-correlation between concentration and velocity fluctuations, to study mass diffusion in grid-generated turbulence.
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Subsequently, an experimental measurement of turbulent scalar flux and turbulent diffusivity was performed in scalar transport from a point source into grid turbulence by Lemoine et al. [20] using combined LIF and LDV. Also, Cuthbertson et al. [21] investigated the
structural development and breakdown of turbulent, round buoyant jets resulting from
their interaction with a turbulence patch generated by an oscillating grid. Their experimental results indicated that the jet breakdown location was determined primarily by the
relative magnitude of turbulent velocities in the patch and jet, scaling successfully with
limiting cases of momentum- and buoyancy-dominated regions of the buoyant jet. More
recently, Nedic and Tavoularis [22] studied the diffusion of heat injected from a line
source into turbulence generated by regular and fractal square grids in the near-wake region and investigated the dependence of mixing performance on grid geometry and relative location of the source. The turbulent diffusivities were found to agree with Taylor’s
[23] theory of diffusion and correlate with the transverse turbulence intensity and integral
length scale.
It is worth pointing out that the above studies have mainly focused on grid-generated
turbulence and its effects on the flow field. For the limited studies on the scalar transport
from a point source into grid turbulence, their sources were mostly located downstream
of the grid and the measurement range was also far downstream of the grid. In addition
to the grid-generated homogenous and isotropic turbulence studies, as far as we are
aware, studies on the turbulence characteristics and near-field mass transport of flow
through net or grid structures, particularly those mimicking aquaculture cage nets, are
generally lacking, despite an inadequate consideration of the wake on the net panel could
lead to inaccurate predictions in fish cage models [4]. Hence, the main objective of this
experimental study was to explore the turbulence characteristics and mass transport generated in the near wake of a model fishing net panel. Panels with different geometric properties were placed vertically across the entire channel cross-section, perpendicular to the
mean approaching flow direction (i.e., representative of an infinite net tested under steady
currents in which the mean streamwise current velocity was varied as an experimental
parameter). Two-dimensional horizontal velocity and concentration fields were measured
using combined Particle Image Velocimetry and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PIVPLIF) at locations far away from flume boundary. The results presented herein provide
references for further study of the wake flow and near-field mass transport processes associated with cage-based aquaculture.
2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental Setup and Instrumentation
The experiments were conducted at the State Key Laboratory of Water Environment
Simulation at Beijing Normal University. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup and the coordinate system. The recirculating flume measured 25 m
(length) by 0.8 m (width) by 0.8 m (height), with a maximum flow rate of 240 L/s. Fully
developed, uniform open-channel flow was generated in the recirculating flume by a
pump located at one end of the flume, with different current velocities obtained by changing the operational frequency of the pump. The water depth (h) was fixed at 0.3 m. The
test section was located at the middle of the flume 10 m downstream of the flume entrance.
Model net panels made from polyethylene netting were stretched tightly and fixed on a
square steel frame with 4 mm diameter strings such that the net deformation in flowing
water was negligible. The net panel was then placed perpendicular to the flume side walls,
occupying the entire channel cross section to eliminate the effects of free ends. A fluorescent dye, Rhodamine B, was used as a passive tracer to study the near-field mass transport
process through the net panel, with 6.5 mg/L Rhodamine B solution injected continuously
through a 5 mm diameter nozzle as a point source placed 20 cm upstream of the net. The
center of the nozzle was aligned to the flume centerline at the mid-depth plane (i.e., 0.15
m above the flume bed). The dye injection flow rate was measured by a rotameter and
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adjusted with a built-in valve to match the ambient current velocity (i.e., representing a
passive and isokinetic source condition). x, y, and z denote longitudinal, transverse, and
vertical coordinates, respectively, and the origin of the coordinate system was set at the
location of the net along the centerline of the flume at mid-depth.

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup.

A combined PIV-PLIF technique was used in this study for quantitative velocity and
concentration measurements of the near-wake region immediately downstream of the net
panel. Flow seeding was provided by natural impurities in the water for PIV measurement, and Rhodamine B was adopted as the fluorescent (passive) dye tracer for PLIF
measurement. A Vlite-200 dual-cavity Nd: YAG pulsed laser (15 Hz, 200 mL, 532 nm,
Beam tech, Beijing, China) was placed beside the flume to produce a horizontal light sheet
with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The light sheet cut through the centers of the net meshes
around mid-depth to illuminate the measurement area. Two Speed Sense M120 highspeed cameras (1920  1200 pixels resolution, maximum frame rate 730 fps, Dan tec Dynamics) were used to capture the images for PIV and PLIF. The two cameras were
mounted at right angle on a dual camera mount and captured the same field-of-view
(FoV) through beam splitter optics. This camera arrangement was set on a horizontal traverse system below the flume, allowing fine adjustment of the camera positions. The cameras were positioned such that the FoVs were symmetrical about the flume centerline and
focused toward the laser illumination plane. Both cameras were fitted with 50 mm f/1.8
Nikkor lenses, and the PIV and PLIF cameras were fitted with 532 nm band-pass and 570
nm low-pass filters, respectively.
2.2. Experimental Procedures
First, scale calibration was made by a standard target of 200 mm × 200 mm, which
was followed by image dewarping performed on the instantaneous PIV and PLIF images
using multicamera calibration in the Dynamics Studio software (Dantec Dynamics, Denmark) to maximize the coincidence of the two images. The resultant measurement area
was 300  190 mm2, and the associated resolution was 0.173 mm per pixel. A maximum
laser pulse repetition rate of 15 Hz was used, while the pulse duration and time interval
between pulses were set at 8 ns and 2700 μs after being optimized for the current PIV
measurement. The PLIF images were acquired from the first frame of the double exposures. The instantaneous PIV images were analyzed using the adaptive cross-correlation
algorithm in Dynamics Studio, with a final interrogation area (IA) of 32  32 pixels with
three refinement steps and 33.3% overlap, yielding a 57  36 vector field for each instantaneous image. Spurious vectors were removed by range validation and replaced by interpolation. In all cases, the number of replaced vectors was less than 3% of the total number. Pixel-by-pixel calibrations were required for quantitative PLIF measurements before
each experiment, in which least-square fitting was performed to relate the grayscale value
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in the captured images of a number of calibration solutions to the known dye concentration in these solutions. Specifically, a small acrylic tank was placed inside the flume at the
location of the FoV with its side walls parallel/perpendicular to the flume side walls. It
was filled with uniform Rhodamine B solution with varying concentrations, namely 0
ug/L, 30 ug/L, 60 ug/L, 90 ug/L, and 120 ug/L, and the flume was filled with water to the
same level. Once the calibration was completed, the laser and camera settings were kept
unchanged throughout the entire experiment. The test section was covered by a black curtain to eliminate the disturbance of background light.
Based on the similitude in net solidity between model and prototype fishing nets and
the experimental parameters adopted in relevant previous studies [9,24–26], two model
nets and two current velocities (i.e., 0.290 m/s and 0.142 m/s) were tested in this study. A
control case in the absence of the net panel was also conducted. The experimental parameters, including the net geometric properties and flow conditions, are documented in Table 1. Notably, Løland [27] proposed that the interactions between the wakes generated
by the individual twines can be neglected when M/d > 5–6, where d is the diameter of the
net twine. This condition is generally satisfied in the present experimental configuration,
except near the intersections where the twines cross each other. Net solidity S, which is
defined as the ratio between the projected area of the net panel (i.e., the part that blocks
the flow) and the total area enclosed by the net panel, is also an important dimensionless
parameter characterizing the net geometric properties. For the knotless nets with square
mesh used in this study, the net solidity S can be calculated as = 2 ⁄ − ( ⁄ ) .
Table 1. Experimental parameters.
No.
N0
N1
N2
N5

Current Ve- Twine Diame- Mesh Size Net Solidity
locity U0 (m/s) ter d (mm)
M (mm)
S (%)
0.290
0.142
0.290
0.290

/
2
2
1

/
20
20
20

/
19.0
19.0
9.8

Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number
w.r.t. Water Depth
w.r.t. Net Twine
Rew = U0h/ν
Red = U0d/ν
87,000
/
42,600
284
87,000
580
87,000
290

Reynolds Number
w.r.t. Mesh Size
Rem = U0M/ν
/
2840
5800
5800

For a typical experimental run, the sampling frequency was set at 15 Hz over a duration of 100 s, during which 1500 PIV and PLIF images were captured to allow time-average
and statistical turbulence analysis, and the statistical convergence of the measured quantities was ensured. Once the flow current with the desired velocity U0 was established and
stabilized along the flume channel, the dye injection was switched on, and simultaneous
PIV and PLIF data acquisition were initiated after the dye tracer plume was stabilized at
the measurement area. The downstream extent of the measurement region in the various
tests was 300 mm, which fell well within the near-wake region (i.e., / ≤ 20).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Time-Averaged Velocity and Concentration Field
The synoptic, time-averaged velocity fields downstream of the net panel for the representative case N5 (generally used in the following discussions, unless otherwise specified) are shown in Figure 2a. The longitudinal and lateral coordinates were normalized
by the mesh size M. The streamlines show the flow direction through the nets, whereas
the velocity magnitude is shown by the graded color contour map. As shown by the color
mapping, the current velocities were blocked at the periodically spaced vertical twines
(their locations are marked by the black bars shown in Figure 2a), and locally increased
velocities in the net mesh (or hole) between these twines, resulting in initial periodic peaks
and troughs in velocity immediately downstream of the net panel. The ratio of velocity
reduction (the ratio between the wake velocity
and the incoming velocity U0) is commonly used to measure the effects of flow blockage of net structure [4]. The periodicity of
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the velocity fluctuation behind the net is clearly illustrated by the lateral profiles of the
normalized velocity ⁄
in Figure 3a (the gray dashed lines marking the location of the
twines), which decays steadily in the downstream direction (i.e., increasing x/M), with the
mean velocity becoming more homogeneous and recovering to the incoming velocity (i.e.,
⁄ = 1). Recirculation (i.e., ⁄ < 0)) was virtually suppressed directly behind the
twines at the center-of-mesh measurement plane as observed previously [15].

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Time-averaged (a) velocity field and (b) concentration field downstream of net for the
representative case N5.

The ratio of the mean streamwise velocity to the incoming velocity ⁄
at different
longitudinal distance x/M behind the central twine and the adjacent mesh hole for the
various cases (Table 1) are shown by the unconnected grey symbols in Figure 3b. The
results from Bi et al. [9] (connected black symbols) are also included in the figure for comparison. The initial reduction of the velocity behind the twines (x/M~0.3) and the subsequent gradual recovery of the incoming velocity as x/M increases is clearly shown, while
velocities at the mesh hole locations exhibited opposite trend of variation and appeared
to approach the incoming velocity at a slower rate (i.e., over greater x/M). Similar trends
with wider contrast between bar and hole locations were also reported in Gan and
Krogstad [15] for wake flow generated behind a grid with a larger solidity ratio and higher
incoming velocity. Notably, the velocity recovery (i.e., to ⁄ = 1 ) was incomplete
within the x/M range of our measurements, which is consistent with Bi et al. [9]. Among
the different cases, the magnitude of the incoming velocity appeared to affect the ratio of
velocity reduction (augmentation) more significantly than the net solidity in our experimental coverage, e.g., comparing N1 (same S but smaller U0) with N2 and N2 with N5
(same U0 but smaller S) in Figure 3b. Moreover, the net solidity of case N1 in the present
study was comparable with cases investigated by Bi et al. [9] (residing between reference
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cases n2 and n3) with a similar incoming velocity, resulting in the associated ratio of velocity reduction also residing between these two reference cases.
2.0
x/M=0.3
x/M=5.5

x/M=0.6
x/M=7.5

x/M=1.7
x/M=9.7

x/M=3.6
x/M=11.6

1.5

U 1.0
U0
.5

0.0

-.5
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

y/M

(a)

1.4
1.2
1.0

U
U0

.8
.6
N1 (Twine)
N1 (Mesh hole)
N2 (Twine)
N2 (Mesh hole)
N5 (Twine)
N5 (Mesh hole)

.4
.2

Bi et al. [9]: n1
Bi et al. [9]: n2
Bi et al. [9]: n3

0.0
.1

1

10

x/M

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Lateral profiles of normalized velocity ⁄ 0 at different downstream locations for
N5; (b) Variation of ⁄ 0 with longitudinal distance along flume centerline.

The time-averaged concentration field for case N5 is shown in Figure 2b. The coordinates were normalized by the mesh size M, and the twine locations are marked by the
black bar as in Figure 2a. Within Figure 2b, a quasi-symmetrical plume was generated
about the central axis (y/M = 0), as evident from the concentration contours, which were
mostly smooth except along the core at the centerline. This plume was shown to expand
approximately linearly in width with increasing distance x/M downstream of the net
panel. The lateral profiles of the normalized time-averaged concentration at various
downstream locations are shown in Figure 4a to be well fitted with Gaussian functions,
such that
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( , )=

( )

−

(1)

where ( , ) is the time-averaged concentration at location ( , ), ( ) is the concentration at the plume centerline,
is the standard deviation in the transverse direction
representing the spreading width of the scalar plume. The lateral concentration profile
appears to follow Gaussian distribution regardless of the presence of the nets, even at the
closest downstream location to the net panel of x/M = 0.3, with the strongly inhomogeneous wake flow field (Figures 2a and 3a). This is consistent with reported Gaussian passive
scalar plumes downstream of point sources in well-established homogeneous and isotropic grid turbulence [19,28]. Notably, Lemoine et al. [29] also reported self-similar
Gaussian profiles of transverse concentration distribution at locations closer to the grid
where the turbulence field still exhibited inhomogeneity.
The evolution of the measured spreading width
with downstream distance for
the various cases is presented in Figure 4b. Comparison among the various cases, including the no-net case N0, suggests that, except for case N2 which also exhibited reduced
transverse integral length scale (discussed later), the presence of the net slightly enhanced
the lateral spreading of the plume. According to Taylor’s diffusion theory, when the
plume spreading width becomes sufficiently larger than the integral length scale of the
flow, i.e., the plume development enters the turbulent-diffusive regime, it scales with the
downstream distance as follows [19,22],
=

2

(2)

where D denotes the turbulent diffusivity or Taylor diffusivity. A linear growth pattern
of the plume spreading width is discernable on logarithmic scale for x/M > ~4. However,
the slope was still lower than 0.5 (i.e.,
∝
/ as dictated by Equation (2)), consistent
with the previous finding that the plume width started to follow the square root law from
x/M = 13 in grid turbulence [29].

C
Cc 1.2

x/M=0.3
x/M=0.6
x/M=1.7
x/M=3.6
x/M=5.5
x/M=7.5
x/M=9.7
x/M=11.6
Gaussian curve

1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0.0
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

y y
(a)

1

2

3

4
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2

y /M

N1
N2
N5
N0

n=0.5

1
.9
.8
.7
.6
.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10

x/M

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Lateral profiles of the normalized time-averaged concentration
downstream locations for N5; (b) Evolution of the plume spreading width
distance.

̅ / at different
with downstream

The longitudinal profiles of the inverse of scalar concentration along the plume centerline normalized by the mean concentration at the net panels, 0 / , are shown in Figure 5. In contrast to the no-net case N0, which showed a steady (and approximately linear)
concentration decrease between x/M = 0 to ~11, the corresponding profiles with net panels
showed a slight increase (i.e., 0 / < 1) immediately downstream the net followed by
steady decrease (i.e., 0 / increasing), with the demarcation corroborating approximately with regions of turbulence production (x/M < ~3) and decay (x/M > ~3) (see Figure
6a)). Lemoine et al. [29] also reported a change of slope at x/M ~ 10, after which 0 /
exhibited linear growth with downstream distance, as expected for scalar transport in homogeneous and isotropic grid turbulence [19]. Another contrast is also evident further
downstream between N1 and N2 (filled symbols) with the plume centerline close to net
twine versus N5 (unfilled symbols) with the plume centerline aligned in the mesh hole.
3.0

2.5

Cc 0
Cc

2.0

1.5

1.0
N1
N2
N5
N0

.5

0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

x/M
Figure 5. Longitudinal profiles of the normalized time-averaged concentration
plume centerline.

/

along the
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1.6

1.4
2

u'

v '2
1.2

1.0
N5 (Twine)
N5 (Mesh hole)
.8
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

x/M

(d)
Figure 6. (a) Longitudinal evolution of streamwise turbulence intensity
/
behind the central
twine and the adjacent mesh hole for case N5; (b) Power decay region of
/ behind the twine
for N1 and N5; (c) Lateral profiles of
/
at different downstream locations for N5; (d) Longitudinal profile of the turbulence anisotropy ratio
for N5.

=

behind the twine and mesh hole

3.2. Turbulence Characteristics
Figure 6a presents the longitudinal evolution of streamwise turbulence intensity
′2

/
behind the central twine (filled symbols) and the adjacent mesh hole (unfilled symbols) for test case N5. Close to the net, the turbulence intensity behind the twine was significantly larger than measured at the mesh hole, with the former exhibiting two peaks (at
x/M = ~1 and ~2.5) and the latter exhibiting a single peak (at x/M ~ 4). This is consistent
with the patterns reported by Gan and Krogstad [15]. After x/M ~ 3, the two profiles
tended to collapse and largely follow a decaying trend [14]. It is well established that the
turbulence intensity follows a power-law decay in decaying grid-generated turbulence
[11,12],
=

−

(3)

where u’ is velocity fluctuation, overbar denotes time average, n is the decay rate, a is a
constant, and x0 is the virtual origin. This power-law decay was manifested by the
straight-line portion in the range of x/M = ~4 to ~10 in the log-log plot shown in Figure 6a.
Several previous studies [13,22] have also reported more rapid decay (i.e., larger n in
Equation (3)) in the developing (near-field) region than the fully developed (far-field) region of decaying grid turbulence. Furthermore, Isaza et al. [13] observed that the nearfield decay region extended to x/M ~ 12. Therefore, the power decay region in this study
fell within the near-field decay region. Assuming x0 = −3.5M is used in Equation (3) for the
near-field decay region [22], n and a were fitted for the power decay region behind the
twine for N1 and N5 in Figure 6b and documented in Table 2. Given the sensitivity of the
curve fits to the setting of virtual origin for relatively narrow range of measurement, we
also fitted alternative power functions to the same data under the assumption of x0 = 0
[11,13]. Regardless, the range of n values determined in the present study was much
smaller than those reported from wind-tunnel experiments [13,22] and a previous waterchannel experiment [19]. Although Gan and Krogstad [15] argued that the power-law decay region was not yet attained in their water flume measurements, the turbulence intensity and the slope of decay reported in their study, as well as those of Cardesa et al. [14],
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were significantly larger than in the current study (Figure 6b). The discrepancy among the
various studies is mainly due to the net properties (e.g., mesh size, twine diameter, and
rigidity) and working fluid (i.e., air versus water), which dictate the development of the
turbulence [11]. Moreover, the elevated turbulence intensity in N1 relative to N5 shown
in Figure 6b is also consistent with the finding of Ito et al. [30]. Given the same mesh size,
the turbulence intensity increased with grid bar (or net twine) thickness.
Table 2. Comparison of the fitted parameters of the power decay range of streamwise turbulence
intensity.
References

Experimental Conditions

Nakamura et al. (1987) [19]

Isaza et al. (2014) [13]

Nedic and Tavoularis (2016)
[22]

Present study

Decay Rate n (n
with x0 = 0)

Water channel
Regular biplane grids
1.45
S = 36%
ReM = 1480–2970
Wind tunnel
Regular biplane grids
(1.90)
S = 34%
ReM = 42,000
Wind tunnel
Steel regular grids
2.34–2.87 (1.82–
S = 25%
1.93)
ReM = 51,000–102,000
Water flume
Polyethylene knotless square
0.67–0.85 (0.43–
nets
0.55)
S = 9.8–19.0%
ReM = 2840–5800

Constant a (a
with x0 = 0)
0.0566

(0.489)

0.023–0.047
(0.011–0.018)

The lateral profiles of the streamwise turbulence intensity for N5 (Figure 6c) also
shows that the turbulence decayed and, at the same time, became more homogeneous
with increasing downstream distance x/M from the net panel. Similar to the observation
by Gan and Krogstad [15], the local peaks were positioned within the strong shear regions
and were slightly offset from the twine location (shown as dashed grey lines). Figure 6d
shows the longitudinal profile of the turbulence anisotropy ratio, i.e.,
behind
the twine (filled symbols) and at the mesh hole (unfilled symbols) for test case N5. It is
noted here that the anisotropy ratio was greater than unity throughout the x/M measurement range, suggesting that isotropic turbulence was not developed in this region, while
the anisotropy ratio was generally larger behind the twine than at the mesh hole.
Figure 7a shows the lateral profiles of the root mean square (RMS) of the concentration fluctuation

normalized by the local centerline value

. These profiles were

very similar at all x/M locations and followed a Gaussian distribution reasonably well, as
reported previously for scalar plumes arising from point source in grid turbulence [28].
Notably, the fitted standard deviation
that characterized the spreading width of the
concentration fluctuations was much larger than its counterpart, which was related to the
mean concentration . Figure 7b shows the longitudinal, centerline evolution of the RM)
of the concentration fluctuation (filled and unfilled symbols) and their ratio with timeaveraged concentration (half-filled symbols). In general, the
values exhibited a
steady decrease with increasing downstream distance (i.e., for x/M > ~2–3). By contrast,
while

/

values for profiles of N1 and N2 taken behind the twine showed a slight

increase further downstream (i.e., x/M > ~3), as reported by Nakamura et al. [19], the profile of N5 taken at the mesh hole decreased monotonically with distance before approach-
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ing an asymptotic value around unity for x/M > ~6. This is significantly larger than reported asymptotic values for scalar line plumes generated in grid turbulence in wind tunnel, which were found to vary in the wide range of 0.25–0.7 [22].
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Figure 7. (a) Lateral profiles of the root mean square (RMS) of the normalized concentration fluctuation

/

; (b) Longitudinal evolution of

and

/

along the plume centerline.

3.3. Turbulent Mass Transport
Simultaneous measurements of instantaneous velocity and concentration data allowed us to calculate their correlation and analyze the turbulent scalar flux, which is an
important parameter that quantifies the turbulent mass transport. Figure 8 shows the lateral profiles of the transverse turbulent flux
normalized by their maximum at each
section. The profiles were nearly self-similar and antisymmetric about the centerline, as
reported previously for axisymmetric scalar plumes from point source in grid turbulence
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[28]. However, deviation from the theoretical curve ℎ(ƞ) = √2 ∙ ƞ ƞ (ƞ = ⁄ ), developed by Lemoine et al. [28] assuming self-similarity and the gradient-diffusion hypothesis, was still evident, especially in the positive ⁄ region. This suggests that the two
assumptions were not entirely satisfied within the current experimental range.
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x/M=0.6
x/M=1.7
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Figure 8. Lateral profiles of the normalized transverse turbulent flux

/

.

It is well established that the development of the scalar plume in grid turbulence
generally consists of three regimes, namely the molecular-diffusive regime, the turbulentconvective regime and the turbulent-diffusive regime [22,31]. The molecular-diffusive regime corresponds to the very near-source region, during which the size of the plume is
extremely small, and its spreading is due to molecular diffusion only. As the plume grows,
it remains significantly narrower than the integral length scale of the turbulence, and the
transverse velocity fluctuations dictate its spreading rate (i.e., the turbulent-convective
regime). When the plume spreading width becomes sufficiently larger than the integral
length scale, it enters the turbulent-diffusive regime.
The integral length scale of transverse velocity fluctuations Lt represents the characteristic size of large-scale eddies that drive the turbulent diffusion of the passive scalar,
and can be written in the form
( )=

〈 ( )
+
〈 ( ) 〉

〉

(4)

where ey is the transverse unit vector and r is the separation [15,22]. The longitudinal development of the normalized transverse integral length scale Lt/M for test case N5 is
shown in Figure 9. This shows that, while Lt/M at the mesh hole was consistently greater
than the corresponding value behind the twine (i.e., at all x/M), the two profiles tended to
approach each other at more downstream locations (i.e., x/M > ~5). Corresponding to the
power-law decay of the turbulence intensity (Equation (3)), a power-law growth for the
transverse integral length scale can also be observed in the range of x/M = ~4 to ~10, which
is consistent with Gan and Krogstad [15]. The normalized plume spreading width for test
case N5 is also plotted in Figure 9 for comparison purposes. Clearly, this width was initially much smaller than the transverse integral length scale (at the mesh hole), but the
difference reduced in the downstream direction (i.e., increasing x/M), indicative of the
transition of plume development from the turbulent-convective to turbulent-diffusive regimes.
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Figure 9. Longitudinal development of the transverse turbulent integral length scale for N5.

Once the plume development has reached the turbulent-diffusive regime, its spreading rate is dictated by the product of the transverse velocity fluctuation and integral length
scale, i.e., the Taylor diffusivity [22], which may therefore be approximated as ( ) =
( )

( ). As an alternative to the definition above, the Taylor diffusivity may also be

estimated from the rate of plume spreading, i.e., the apparent turbulent diffusivity [22],
given as
=

2

(5)

As shown in Figure 10, the Taylor diffusivities D (connected dots) calculated from
the velocity data agree reasonably well with the apparent turbulent diffusivity K (unconnected dots) estimated from the plume spreading rate and, hence, the concentration data.
Strictly speaking, both diffusivities D and K are valid only when the plume spreading
width becomes sufficiently larger than the integral length scale (i.e., when plume development has transitioned from turbulent-convective to turbulent-diffusive). This would
translate to a change of slope in the plume spreading width with downstream distance,
which is somewhat discernible at x/M = ~4 for cases N1 and N5 in Figure 4b.
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Figure 10. Longitudinal profiles of turbulent diffusivities ( ( ) =
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Instantaneous PLIF images (examples shown in Figure 11) suggest that, without the
net panel, large coherent eddies were observed to develop and oscillate in the horizontal
plane (Figure 11a). However, in the presence of net panel (shown for test case N5), these
large eddies were broken into numerous small eddies. The horizontal lateral oscillatory
motion of the plume was also significantly weakened (Figure 11b), which was confirmed
by the reduced transverse integral length scale for case N5 relative to N0, and the plume
spreading width was closer to the integral length scale behind the twine than at the mesh
hole (Figure 9). Acting alongside the difference in plume spreading mechanism, i.e., turbulent-convective versus turbulent-diffusive, the resultant spreading widths did not differ significantly (Figure 4b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 11. Instantaneous PLIF images of (a) case N0 without net; (b) case N5 with net.
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It is also informative to check whether the gradient-diffusion hypothesis that the turbulent scalar flux is proportional to the mean concentration gradient, i.e.,

=−

̅

, is

demonstrated by the current experimental measurements. In this context, Figure 12a plots
lateral profiles of the transverse turbulent scalar flux
and transverse gradient of
mean concentration

̅

, showing that their correlation is generally weak. This is also con-

firmed in Figure 12b by the lateral variability and scatter observed in the turbulent diffusivities D calculated from the ratio of the two quantities

̅

and

. However, the diffu-

sivity D is shown to become more uniform across the section with increasing downstream
distance x/M, and the value at the furthest downstream location (i.e., x/M = 11.6) is also
closer to the Taylor diffusivity calculated above (i.e., O(10−4), see Figure 10). These results
are generally consistent with previous findings that the gradient-diffusion hypothesis is
invalid in the near field region of scalar transport in grid-generated turbulence, where the
turbulent flow is still subject to significant anisotropy and inhomogeneity and the plume
development has not yet reached the turbulent-diffusive regime [20,32].
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Figure 12. Lateral profiles of (a) transverse turbulent scalar flux
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4. Conclusions
A combined PIV-PLIF technique was employed in this study to investigate experimentally the wake characteristics and near-field mass transport through fishing net panel
positioned vertically and perpendicular to a steady current generated along a water flume
channel. The main findings of the study are summarized as follows:




The wake flow downstream of the model fishing net panel showed a marked reduction and increase in time-averaged streamwise velocity immediately behind the net
twine and at the adjacent mesh holes, respectively. The opposite trend was found for
the streamwise turbulence intensity. For x > ~3M, the flow field became more homogeneous and entered the turbulence decay region. However, complete recovery of
incoming velocity and development of isotropic turbulence was not observed to occur within the downstream extent of experimental measurements (i.e., x → ~15M).
Corroborating with these changes in the turbulent flow field, the mean concentration
began to decay steadily after x = ~3M.
Similar to decaying grid-generated turbulence, the turbulence intensity followed a
power-law decay over a short range of x = ~4M to 10M. However, the fitted decay
exponent was much smaller than reported values for grid turbulence in previous
wind-tunnel and water-channel experimental studies. Lateral profiles of the mean
scalar concentration and concentration fluctuation exhibited self-similar Gaussian
distributions, while those for the transverse turbulent scalar flux were nearly selfsimilar and antisymmetric about the centerline. These profiles started from a downstream location x = 0.3M, which was much closer to the net panel, with a strongly
inhomogeneous wake flow field, than previous findings on scalar plume development downstream of point sources in grid turbulence.
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The presence of the net panel tended to break larger coherent eddies into smaller
vortices, leading to a reduction in the transverse integral length scale. In so doing,
the panel also accelerated the transition of plume development from the turbulentconvective regime to the more effective turbulent-diffusive regime, with the combined effects leading to slightly enhanced lateral spreading of the scalar plume.
Direct comparison of the plume spreading width and the transverse integral length
scale of the flow indicated that the development of the scalar plume was still transitioning from turbulent-convective regime to turbulent-diffusive regime within the
downstream extent of the experimental measurements. This was confirmed by the
invalidity of the gradient-diffusion hypothesis in predicting the transverse scalar
transport. Nevertheless, the apparent turbulent diffusivity, estimated from the gross
plume parameters (i.e., time-averaged velocity and spreading width), appeared to be
in reasonable agreement with the Taylor diffusivity calculated as the product of the
transverse velocity fluctuation and integral length scale.

In summary, the present laboratory-based study provides novel firsthand experimental data (e.g., simultaneous measurements of planar velocity and concentration
fields), as well as useful insights (e.g., flow turbulence characteristics and mass transport),
in the near-wake region of a model aquaculture cage net panel. This can clearly help inform future cage-scale field studies and provide a basis for the development of near-field
models to assess environmental impact and regulation compliance in cage-based aquaculture. In particular, the improved understanding of the near-field characteristics will help
modelers undertaking large-scale numerical modelling to specify appropriate cage-edge
boundary conditions, taking full account of near-field hydrodynamic processes and cage
design in order to enhance current capability in environmental impact assessment and the
optimization of the cage deployment in fish farms.
A particular application of the current research is in assessing the potential benefits
of employing “buffer” net panels at the ends of an aquaculture cage array with the aim of
reducing hydrodynamic loading on aquaculture cage array, for example, in strongly tidal
sites and exposed coastal locations subject to significant wave loading. Prototype fieldscale testing of a buffer net panel was recently conducted at an existing fish farm in a
strongly tidal sea loch in the northwest of Scotland. Current data collected by Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) deployed at the site clearly suggest that the presence of
the buffer net acts to reduce significantly the ebb tidal currents on the lee side of the buffer
net panel. However, the clear impact that the placement of buffer net panels adjacent to
fish cage arrays has on the hydrodynamics and, hence, the hydrodynamic loading on cage
arrays and potentially the mass transport processes from fish cages, clearly warrants further investigation.
The major differences of the results from the present study using fishing net panels,
compared to analogous studies of grid-generated turbulence, can be attributed to the geometric and structural net properties (e.g., rigidity, solidity, etc.) and the location of the
plume source (i.e., distance upstream or downstream from the nets panel or grid), among
other factors. More dedicated experimental studies are needed to verify the effects of the
various factors and quantify their influence on near-wake flow behavior and mass
transport in the future.
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Nomenclature
a

c’
d
D
ey
h
K
Lt
M
n
r
Red
Rem
Rew
S
U0
u’
v’
x,y,z
x0

ƞ

constant associated with the power law turbulence decay
mean concentration (μg/L)
mean concentration at the plume centerline (μg/L)
mean concentration at the net panels (μg/L)
concentration fluctuation (μg/L)
diameter of the net twine (mm)
Taylor (turbulent) diffusivity (m2/s)
transverse unit vector
water depth in the flume (m)
apparent turbulent diffusivity (m2/s)
integral length scale of transverse velocity fluctuations (mm)
mesh size of the net/grid (mm)
decay rate (exponent) of the power law turbulence decay
separation in the transverse direction
Reynolds number with respect to water depth (=U0 h/ν)
Reynolds number with respect to net twine (=U0 d/ν)
Reynolds number with respect to mesh size (=U0M/ν)
net solidity defined as the ratio between the projected area and the
⁄ −( ⁄ ) )
total area enclosed by the net panel (=
mean streamwise velocity behind the net (m/s)
incoming current velocity in the flume (m/s)
velocity fluctuation in the streamwise direction (m/s)
velocity fluctuation in the transverse direction (m/s)
transverse turbulent mass flux (μg/Lm/s)
Cartesian coordinates in the longitudinal, transverse and vertical
directions, respectively (mm)
virtual origin associated with the power law turbulence decay
(mm)
spreading width of the scalar plume (mm)
spreading with of the concentration fluctuations (mm)
normalized transverse coordinate ( ⁄ )
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